Stone Hill Middle School
Music Department

What are my options? All 6th grade students will enroll in one of the following music classes: Band*, Chorus, Strings, or Music Lab.

*Students who select band are required to attend one band night at SHMS starting at 6 PM:
  - Feb. 10th for students with last names A-K
  - Feb. 11th for students with last names L-Z

If you cannot attend your scheduled band night, contact our band teacher at robyn.lawrence@lcps.org. If you plan on selecting strings or chorus, you do not need to attend band night.

Frequently asked questions:

How many concerts are there? Students in Band, Chorus, or Strings have one winter and one spring concert.

Can I take Band or Strings in 7th grade if I do not take it in 6th grade? Unfortunately no. If you ever wish to take Band or Strings, you must start in 6th grade.

Does Strings include guitar? Guitar is not included in Strings class. Guitar class is an option starting in 7th grade.

What is Music Lab? Music Lab is a non-performing class that covers music-related topics.

How do I get an instrument for Band or Strings? Instruments are rented through local, reputable retailers. More information will be available at the beginning of the school year.

For more information, visit www.lcps.org/shms or email the music department chair at annabelle.mills@lcps.org.